Maintenance and
Repair Solutions

Lista workspace systems help keep maintenance and repair operations performing at peak efficiency. With our comprehensive range of workspace solutions,
Lista can completely and specifically address the unique needs of your facility.

Lista: Making Maintenance and Repair
Facilities More Productive.
The unique Lista drawer is the all-important centerpiece
of every cabinet and workspace system. It can be subdivided to create custom compartments for the ideal organization of tools, parts and other items of varying size.

Lista storage workspace solutions are ideally suited to address the problems
specific to maintenance and repair departments. To help you meet your dayto-day needs and reach your long-range business goals, Lista solutions:
promote faster access and efficient service
maximize available space
improve inventory management and organization
create an aesthetically pleasing, professional image
enhance employee productivity

An issue counter comprised of counter height Lista cabinets can bring optimal
accessibility and space efficiency to a parts storage area. Modular cabinets
provide clean, safe storage for a diverse array of fast-moving parts, such as
nuts, bolts and drill bits, and allow easy and fast retrieval of these items.

Lista Issues a Cure for Inventory Headaches
At Mary Hitchcock Hospital.

“

The difference in locating

Founded in 1893, Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital has developed a

parts now as opposed to

well-deserved reputation as one of New Hampshire’s premier medical

locating them before the

institutions. In the storeroom of the hospital’s Engineering Services

Lista system was in place

Department, a horseshoe-shaped issue counter uses Lista modular cabinets

is like night and day. Not
only has it increased our
overall productivity, it
has even enhanced
morale. People no longer
have to search for an
excuse to avoid the
storeroom.

”

Phyllis Morse
Engineering

Department Office
Manager,
Mary Hitchcock
Hospital

to full advantage. Each cabinet drawer features custom compartments and
is labeled with a description of drawer contents, so locating parts is a fast
and easy process.

Lista modular cabinets feature full extension drawers that can easily be subdivided into customized storage compartments for maximum organization and
efficiency. By stacking these cabinets, you can create a mezzanine system
that is extremely economical and space-efficient, and provides the highest
density vertical storage.

The Benefits of Lista Cabinets are Stacking Up
At Gulf States Paper Corp.
The mezzanine system Lista created
for Gulf States Paper Corporation’s
Pulp and Paperboard Division serves
as an excellent example of maximized
space. Gulf States is a manufacturer of
bleached paperboard that is delivered
to end users in a wide variety of
industries. Of the 260 standard width
cabinets that Gulf States purchased

“

Everyone who uses the
system loves it, from the
store clerks, who are
responsible for receiving
items, to the issue clerks,
who fill the requests for
tools or parts for the
maintenance personnel.

from Lista, 128 were used to create

They know exactly how

two 1,200 sq. ft. mezzanines which

many parts are in a

are located in the facility’s central

particular drawer and

storage area. The mezzanines are a

exactly where the parts

cost-effective alternative to building

are located. The Lista

an additional floor. They have allowed

system has made

Gulf States to increase storage space,

everyone’s life easier.

and make maximum use of available
floor workspace.

John Harris

”

Supervisor of Stores,
Gulf States Paper

Lista’s mobile cabinets take all the flexible, highly organized storage of our
modular drawer storage cabinets, and add unmatched convenience. With our
mobile cabinets, large volumes of tools and parts can be rolled out directly to
the job where they can be readily accessible to maintenance and repair personnel. This naturally translates to both remarkable time savings and
increased productivity.

Lista Mobile Cabinets Set Productivity In Motion
At The New York Daily News.
At the New York Daily News, one of the nation’s 10 largest newspapers,

“

Our employees are quite
pleased with the Lista

Lista’s mobile cabinets keep the presses rolling by delivering tools directly
to the printing presses. Repairs are effected more quickly and downtime is
greatly reduced. Along with mobile cabinets, the Daily News also utilizes

system, not only from an

a combination of Lista Storage Wall® systems, workbenches and modular

organizational point of

drawer storage cabinets.

view, but aesthetically as
well. It has helped them
become more productive
and has improved the
overall working
atmosphere.

”

Vinnie Grosso
Production

Maintenance Manager,
New York Daily News

Lista’s modular building block approach makes the Storage Wall ® a uniquely
flexible and versatile storage solution. The Storage Wall can combine shelves,
drawers and roll-out trays to provide custom solutions that exactly match the
size of the items you need to store. In fact, even the biggest and smallest of
items can be stored together in a logical and accessible manner.

Efficient Lista Storage Mezzanine Energizes
Calpine Power Plant.

“

Lista’s well-built products

The world’s largest supplier of renewable geothermal energy, Calpine

were better than the

Corporation needed space-efficient storage for its new Morgan Energy

rest. They had the

Center. The solution was a custom storage and mezzanine system com-

quality, versatility and
the lifetime warranty we
were looking for. Lista’s
products will be with us
for a long time.

”

Rodney Looney
Director of

Purchasing and
Warehousing,
Morgan Energy
Center

prised of a lower level of eight Lista Storage Wall sections and a second
level “attic.” Each of the Storage Wall system’s custom-configured drawer
interiors is home to 20 different-sized parts, including a range of turbine
parts as well as a variety of nuts and bolts. This organization-enhancing
mezzanine system has allowed Morgan to streamline its inventory
process and greatly improve security and efficiency.

At Lista, our modular approach lets us create workbenches that exactly suit
your needs. Below the worksurface, you can choose from a wide array of cabinet footprints and heights, add roll-out trays or sliding doors with shelves, or
add casters for the convenience of mobility. You can also build up from the
worksurface, choosing from a variety workbench tops and accessories.

Lista Benches Quench Thirst For Greater
Efficiency At Pepsi Cola.
The maintenance and repair facility at Pepsi Cola Corp. in Roanoke, VA
utilizes a workspace system that combines Lista workbenches with Lista
Storage Wall® systems. The workbench cabinet drawers bring new organization to the storage of small components such as fuses, circuit breakers
and bearings – components common to the different automated bottling
and beverage manufacturing machines at the plant.

“

By replacing our old open
shelving system with
Lista workspace solutions,
we’ve made our entire
maintenance operation
much more organized and
efficient. Keeping track of
inventory is an easier
proposition. Plus our
maintenance facility has
a clean, aesthetically
pleasing look that can
only help to enhance our
company’s image.

Vince Mercer

”

Maintenance
Manager,
Pepsi Cola Corp.

Lista lifetime warranty. Lista’s confidence in the quality and durability of
our materials and workmanship allows us to offer a lifetime warranty on
materials and workmanship. Please ask your Lista representative for a full
warranty statement and details.

Solutions Designed To Meet Your Needs.
Free design services. Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs.
Lista offers detailed solutions designed for efficiency and future flexibility. We
provide systematic solutions for a whole range of needs, from the storage of
small tools to complete space-efficient, productive work environments. Our
years of experience in a wide variety of companies will prove profitable to you.
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